The experiential liberal arts is an educational model and an organizational philosophy that frames and integrates all three parts of the College of Social Sciences and Humanities mission: research, education, and outreach. It combines Northeastern University's signature focus on experiential learning with the rigorous study of society, culture, politics, and ethics in a way that is mutually reinforcing. We think of it as liberal arts plus.

The key concept of the experiential liberal arts is integration. We seek to integrate:

- research, education, and outreach (the three parts of the college mission);
- academic study and experiential learning;
- local, national, and global engagement;
- traditional liberal arts capacities (e.g., critical analysis and critical thinking, cross-cultural communication, philosophical debate) with new, often digital proficiencies (e.g., data visualization, geocoding, text mining, digital composing and curating).

The experiential liberal arts allows our faculty, students, and community partners to move beyond the traditional theory/apply model often associated with experiential learning by encouraging both the application and the transformation of knowledge and skills across a range of contexts. Faculty and students take what we learn in our campus learning spaces, apply and transform it in a variety of community learning spaces—from government agencies to nonprofit organizations to a wide range of industries—and then bring that knowledge and those skills back to our campus learning spaces. The dynamic learning that happens in, between, and across these contexts is critical, we believe, to understanding and acting effectively and ethically in our rapidly changing social and cultural environment.
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For further information, please visit:

The Liberal Arts Imperative in the Digital Age: A Higher Education Summit
northeastern.edu/liberalarts

Experiential Liberal Arts
northeastern.edu/cssh/undergraduate

English Student Pathways
northeastern.edu/cssh/english/pathways

NUpath: Northeastern’s general education curriculum (implemented 2016)
northeastern.edu/core/requirements

Northeastern’s Student Assessed Integrated Learning (SAIL) ecosystem
sail.northeastern.edu

NuLab for Texts, Maps and Networks
northeastern.edu/nulab

Northeastern’s Research Institute for Experiential Learning Science
northeastern.edu/riels
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